
Why Monitor Tableau Server?
The success of an analytics practice hinges on great Tableau 
Server performance, but it can be challenging to wrap your arms 
around the most critical factors affecting performance. 

+  Get full value of Tableau Server
+  See what your users are experiencing from an analytical view
+  Proactive troubleshooting
+  Minimize unplanned downtime
+  Understand Server loads and ability to enhance  

planning/maintenance

Tableau Server 
Performance Monitoring
What’s Best for My Organization?

Tableau Server’s Admin Views

TabMon

LogShark

Tableau Server now has some features that help monitor the 
Server without leaving the application. By clicking the Status 
icon at the top, you can begin looking at dashboards that dive 
deeper into activity, actions and background task information 
to get you started with basic things like disk space monitoring 
to begin checking the health and performance of your Server.  
The Performance Recorder feature also helps track and 
analyze performance.

TabMon is a performance monitoring agent that periodically 
samples target hosts for a set of Perfmon and MBean counters 
and writes out the results to a database or CSV file in a Tableau-
friendly format. This information can then be used to analyze 
performance of a Tableau Server installation, detect potential 
issues or assess scalability and sizing. TabMon’s lighter weight 
and scalability increases its desirability as a monitoring tool.

Like TabMon, LogShark is a self-service tool that uses Tableau 
to analyze your Tableau Server and Desktop log files to 
troubleshoot performance and monitor Tableau usage. It builds 
workbooks that show Server details, identifies performance 
opportunities, helps minimize downtime, and assists with 
error analysis. Unlike the other products, instead of real-time 
monitoring, it does zip log ingestion. While this process could 
potentially be automated, it can take up to several hours to 
process requests based on the size of the zip log.



What is Power Tools for Tableau: Server?

How is Power Tools for Tableau:  
Server Different from the Rest?

Power Tools for Tableau: Server provides the most comprehensive 
look at the health of Tableau Server. You can now sift through 
all the noise and target exactly what is causing slow load times, 
extract failures and other critical server issues. Power Tools: Server 
pulls these factors together into dashboards that contrast all the 
key hardware and software elements.

Like our other Power Tools products, PT: Server comes with a fully 
staffed support team ready to answer any questions and assist 
with any questions, concerns and bugs (although we aim for 
minimal issues, let’s be honest they appear). 

TabMon and LogShark are community-based applications that 
take all the log files your Tableau Server outputs and compiles the 
information into a set of Tableau dashboards for a user-friendly 
representation of how the Server is operating. 

Both tools are fully community supported and while they are 
available on GitHub, they do not come with a support platform 
to help in times of need or when you do not understand the 
information it is giving you. Updates for TabMon and LogShark 
are not always updated when breaking changes occur. This could 
mean a delay of weeks to sometimes months without the ability to 
use the tools. Finally, TabMon and LogShark must be ran ad hoc 
while PT: Server is always monitoring.

Also, there are a few features that PT: Server provides that the 
others do not:

Chargeback Reports show usage on a per-project or per-site 
basis and are available for allowed users through the Admin  
menu. The report is generated as a Tableau workbook using a 
generated extract, allowing you to modify the report or reuse 
the extract as needed.

VizQL Session Monitoring is very helpful when identifying 
possible breaks at times when quality and performance are 
most important during the visualization. This will dive deep 
into each session, showing number of requests, incidents and 
how the hardware is handling the visualization.

A Comprehensive View
Power Tools for Tableau: Server



Feature Tableau
Server TabMon LogShark PT:

Server

Requires Configuration for Each Server X X X

Easy to Use Web Interface X X

Exports Results to Tableau Desktop X X X

Real-time Data Monitoring X X X

Translates Logs for Easy Readability X X

Data Retention X X X

Chargeback Reporting X X X

Hardware Utilization X X X X

VizQL Bootstrap Activity X X

CSV Exports X X

Tableau Server Status Monitoring X X

Email Alerts X X

Background Task Monitoring X

Incident Reporting X

VizQL Session Monitoring X

Data Query Monitoring X

View Load Time Monitoring X X

Configurable WMI Counter Reporting X

Contact Us:
If you’d like to learn more about Power Tools: Server, please email 
us at powertools@interworks.com and someone from our team 
will contact you shortly.
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